Make organizing your shoes, clothing and accessories easy and convenient with the 360 Organizer® FS. This innovative design uses a rotating mechanism to allow for easy and quiet rotation while dramatically increasing storage space within a small 40” or 42” footprint. It can be used either alone as a free-standing unit, or as part of a comprehensive closet system.

The 360 Organizer® FS is perfect for closets, pantries, wine storage, children’s rooms and much more! Contact us today to see how a 360 Organizer® FS can be integrated into your new or existing storage system!
STANDARD OR CUSTOM CONFIGURATION AVAILABLE

STANDARD VALET CONFIGURATION
• The Valet allows for a combination of flexible storage options; long hanging, drawers and shelves to store a wide range of items
• Adjustable shelves: 24”W x 5 7/8”D (7 shelves), and 28 3/8”W x 6 1/4”D (16 shelves)
• Drawers are 22” deep x 3” – 7” high
• Requires a 40” x 40” space

STANDARD SHOE SPINNER CONFIGURATION
• The Shoe Spinner consists of all shelving to maximize the storage of shoes, purses and folded items
• Adjustable shelves: 24”W x 14”D (14 shelves) and 28 3/8”W x 6 1/4”D (16 shelves)
• Requires a 40” x 40” space

STANDARD DOUBLE HANG CONFIGURATION
• The Shoe Spinner consists of all shelving to maximize the storage of shoes, purses and folded clothing items
• Adjustable shelves: 28 3/8”W x 6 1/4”D (16 shelves)
• Requires a 42” x 42” space

ALL CONFIGURATIONS
• System height of 89”
• 360° rotation achieved by manual turning of the unit
• Available in a variety of colors

MANY USES, MAXIMUM STORAGE & SMALL FOOTPRINT

STANDARD DOUBLE HANG CONFIGURATION

MAXIMIZE PANTRY STORAGE
USE AS WINE & BEVERAGE CENTER
PERFECT FOR ORGANIZING TOYS, BOOKS & KID’S CLUTTER

TAKE IT FOR A SPIN AT OUR SHOWROOM!
2000 N. Clybourn, Chicago, IL
www.closetworks.com
800-425-6738

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK FOR NEWS AND UPDATES!